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You may have seen in the local press last year that the Local Plan 

submitted for approval by Warwick District Council (WDC) was rejected by 

the Government’s Inspector and returned, with WDC being instructed to 

find increased land to be allocated for housing over the next fifteen years. 

In the original plan Cubbington’s share of the allocation was 100 homes on 

two sites north of Rugby Road and west of Coventry Road (that designated 

as H25, the allotments, for 35 homes and H26 for 65 homes). 

The revised plan includes a new development allocation H50, which covers 

two fields immediately east of Willow Sheet Meadow, Pinehurst and Austen 

Court; this allocation is identified as accommodating 95 homes. These sites 

are shown on the plan below; the strip along Rugby Road shown heavily 

cross-hatched is an area that is safeguarded for HS2. 

Initially, WDC consulted 

with Cubbington Parish 

Council on these proposals, 

and your council agreed to 

the H25 and H26 sites, but 

only for 75 dwellings. There 

has been no consultation, 

however, on the 

subsequent increases to 

100 and 195 homes, an 

omission that your parish 

council deplores. 

A public consultation is now 

running on the revised 

WDC Local Plan, and will 

remain open to comments 

until 4.45pm on Friday 22nd April 2016. Your parish council encourages 

residents of Cubbington to respond to this consultation; details of how to do 

this may be found at www.warwickdc.gov.uk/newlocalplan or by 

telephoning 01926 456536 for further information and to request a 

response form, which must be used for your submission, to be posted to 

you. 



If you do not agree with the proposals, you are advised to concentrate on 

material objections, examples of which might be: 

 All of the area that has been allocated is green belt land and 

Government policy, as set out in the National Planning Policy 

Framework, is that green belt boundaries should only be altered in 

exceptional circumstances. You may feel that the Local Plan fails to 

make the case that the circumstances in Cubbington are 

exceptional. 

 It is acknowledged in the Local Plan that the flooding risk from 

surface water drainage from the H50 fields will require a sustainable 

urban drainage system to be employed within any development. 

You may consider that, even if such a system is employed, the risk 

of flooding of susceptible parts of the village will be unacceptably 

high. 

 The proposed H50 development will have a detrimental impact 

upon the landscape to the east of Cubbington; the Local Plan 

acknowledges that there are landscape issues. 

 Building the proposed number of homes will increase traffic on the 

B4453 Rugby Road, which is already high at peak periods. Road 

access from H50 may be problematic when the road is embanked 

in order to bridge the HS2 line. 

 The Local Plan makes insufficient provision for improving 

Cubbington’s infrastructure to support the increased population, 

examples being schooling, medical facilities and drains/sewers. 

You should avoid non-material objections. It is a common misconception, 

for example, that possible impacts upon the value of your home, or the loss 

of the view from your property, are material objections – they are not! 

Having these allocations designated in the plan does not, of course, 

guarantee that developers will come forward with proposals, but, with the 

popularity of Cubbington as a place to live (despite HS2), it would be very 

surprising if this opportunity was overlooked. So don’t miss this chance to 

make your views known, as it will likely be the final opportunity to do so. 

 


